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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Sentiments are the attitude, opinions, thoughts, beliefs 

or feelings of the writer towards something, such as people, 

artifacts, company or location. Sentiment analysis intends 

to conclude the judgment of a presenter or an author 
apropos to some subject matter or on the whole relative 

polarity of the manuscript. The outlook could be the 

perception or assessment, emotional condition, or the 

projected poignant message of the person behind. Opinions 

are decisive influencer of our behavior. Our views and 

insights of veracity are conditioned on how others perceive 

the world. The rudimentary job in opinion mining deals 

with deducing the inclusive polarity of the document on 

some specific subject matter. Sentiment analysis is a 

‘suitcase’ field of research that contains numerous diverse 

disciplines, not just associated to computer science but also 
to social disciplines, such as psychology, philosophy, and 

ethics [6]. Sentence level classification involves two tasks. 

The purpose of primary task is to verify the nature of 

statement i.e. subjective or objective. Subjective means 

individual’s own interpretation and objective opinion 

means that you are looking as an outsider or another 

person. The main aim of second task is to verify if the 

subjective sentence is positive, negative, or neutral. There 

are mainly two steps included in this process: 

 Subjective classification of a sentence into one of two 

categories i.e. objective and subjective 

 Sentiment classification of subjective sentences into two 
categories i.e. positive and negative 

 

Generally, truthful information is presented by an 

objective sentence whereas a subjective sentence articulates 

individual feelings, views, sentiments, or values. There are 

several techniques using which subjective sentence can be 

identified e.g. Naïve Bayesian classifier. Nevertheless, it is 

merely not sufficient to know whether the sentence contain 

a positive or negative opinion. This is an intermediary step 

that provides support in filtering out sentences having no 

opinions. A subjective sentence may include numerous 

opinions and subjective and truthful parts. There are several 

prime data mining strategies applied to extract facts and 

information. Figure 1 shows the techniques of Opinion 

Mining. A lot of steps are included in the whole process. 

These steps include online cleaning of text, removing white 

spaces, amplifying acronym, stemming, stop word 

elimination, refusal managing and lastly feature selection. 
 

Later, opinions are classified as positive, negative and 

neutral using classification approaches. 

 

 
Fig 1:- Techniques of Sentiment Analysis 

 

Machine learning is completely based on machine 

learning approaches. These approaches provide solution of 

sentence level classification issue. Also, these approaches 

make the decree of syntactic features. Machine learning 

approaches are of two types namely supervised learning 

and unsupervised learning. Machine learning is expected to 

allow machines to adjust their interior configuration in such 

a way that they can predict the upcoming performance 

boost. 
 

 Supervised Learning: Supervised learning considers 

classification issues. The general purpose is to obtain 

the workstation to discover a classification scheme that 

we have formed. Digit recognition, once again, is a well 

known example of classification learning. More widely, 

classification learning is appropriate for any problem 

where classification learning is valuable and 

classification detection is easy. In some cases, it might 

not be compulsory to give programmed classifications 

to every occurrence of a problem if the method can 

itself perform classification. 
 Unsupervised Learning: Without referring any labeled 

results, the patterns of any dataset are assumed through 

these types of algorithms. In contrast to supervised 

machine learning, it is not possible to apply 

unsupervised machine learning techniques to a 

regression or a classification problem. This makes the 

training of algorithm complicated in normal way. In its 
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place, unsupervised learning can be utilized for 

discovering the underlying data structure. Unsupervised 
machine learning is used to reveal earlier unknown data 

patterns [21].  

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Hu and Liu (2004) [7] performed opinion mining of 

online product reviews in 3 steps: (1) features of goods 

which have been remarked on by users are taken out first; 

(2) opinion sentences are discovered in each review and 

then decision is taken whether each opinion is positive or 

negative (3) demonstrating the result. They collected 

reviews of numbers of products sold online like MP3 
Players, DVD’s, digital camera and mobile phones from 

Amazon.com and CNN.net. Opinion word extraction and 

aggregation is the main technique used by them and 

features are preferred on the basis of opinion words itself. 

Their contribution resulted in efficient performance as 

compared to opinion sentences extraction for DVD-73%, 

and MP3-93%. The overall accuracy of five products is 

achieved from 64% to 84%. 

 

Godbole et al. (2007) [13] proposed classification in 

a lexicon obtained from Word Net. They designed different 
lexicons for each topic. So, lexicon for politics is totally 

different from that for health. From an initial lexicon, they 

designed a graph model to expand polarities to other words. 

For instance, if the word “good” is marked as positive, all 

synonyms of “good” are marked as positive and all 

antonyms of “good” are marked as negative. Then, a new 

iteration is performed for next level (with the synonyms of 

the synonyms and the antonyms of the antonyms) and so 

on. Depending on the distance, the polarity score is 

different. Applying the formula 1/cd where c > 1 and d is 

the number of nodes away. With this kind of formulation, 

the system ends up with polarities defined for all the words. 
After getting score for all words, we can calculate polarity 

scores of each text by dividing the sum of all polarity 

scores in a text between numbers of total words. The score 

was tested against names of celebrities i.e. Maria 

Sharapova got the best score. 

 

Esuli and Sebastiani (2007) [14] presented an 

extremely interesting scheme that applied page rank 

algorithm to determine term polarities. For this purpose, 

they used extended WordNet to build a graph where each 

synset has certain polarity depending on the polarity of its 
members. The main hypothesis is that there won’t be huge 

variations and each synset will have a similar degree of 

negativity. This will produce a graph of relation between 

different synsets that will transfer its polarity properties to 

its neighbors. One interesting point of this experiment is 

that they computed the page rank separately for positive 

synset and negative synset (starting the entire graph from 
scratch for each case). Also, it is noticed that effectiveness 

is much better with positive terms. This means that 

classifying negative terms is a harder task. As a conclusion, 

they see that this type of model can be applied to other 

cases related with semantic properties of words. 

 

K. Cai et al. (2008) [19] explained sentiment analysis 

which included a classification method along with an 

opinion based approach. The opinion classification element 

differentiated the comparative sentiment expressed by the 

terms in all fragments and then partitioned the fragments 

into positive, negative, and neutral groups. The sentiment 
subject recognition module identifies the important areas 

implied beyond every sentiment group by word support 

metrics. 

 

M. Eirinakiet al. (2012) [33] proposed an opinion 

search engine scheme. The proposed approach integrated 

the pair of opinion mining algorithms. The outlooks are 

based on features and the position of these outlooks is also 

substantially built on the features as a substitute of an 

object as a whole. Inhabitants appear to dislike a precise 

object as of several features allied with the result. Their 
primary experimental assessment on numerous patron 

review data sets has exposed that their findings achieved 

extremely high level of accuracy. 

 

Karamibekr and Ghorbani (2012) [32] firstly 

carried out an arithmetical exploration on the divergence 

among sentiment analysis of products and social issue. 

Then, on the basis of some conclusions, they proposed a 

scheme to consider the part of verb as the most imperative 

expression in conveying opinions concerning the societal 

matters. Statistical and experimental fallouts confirm that 

making an allowance for verbs not merely is essential and 
definite, other than that they also augment the concert of 

sentiments analysis. They collected their data from 

Procon.org, yahoo and CNN answers. Features are picked 

on the hinge of opinion directories and opinion structure. 

Formed on verb-oriented method result are calculated as 

65% for social issues and 62.5% for car models. 

 

K. Ghag and K. Shah (2013) [35] surveyed that 

Sentiment Analyzers are based on language. Various 

practices used a dictionary to collect opinion. Few 

techniques used training set while others used both training 
set and dictionary. No existing method is widespread 

sufficiently to be language independent. This clearly stated 

the necessity of hard work to demonstrate Sentiment 

Analyzer without utilizing training dataset. 
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Author Year Description Outcome 

Hu and Liu 2004 They collected reviews of numbers of 

products sold online like MP3 Players, 

DVD’s, digital camera and mobile phones 

from Amazon.com and CNN.net. Opinion 

word extraction and aggregation is the main 

technique used by them and features are 

preferred on the basis of opinion words itself. 

Their contribution resulted in efficient 

performance as compared to opinion 

sentences extraction for DVD-73%, and 

MP3-93%. The overall accuracy of five 

products is achieved from 64% to 84%. 

 

Godbole et 

al 

2007 They designed different lexicons for each 

topic. So, lexicon for politics is totally 
different from that for health. From an initial 

lexicon, they designed a graph model to 

expand polarities to other words. 

After getting score for all words, we can 

calculate polarity scores of each text by 
dividing the sum of all polarity scores in a 

text between numbers of total words. The 

score was tested against names of celebrities 

i.e. Maria Sharapova got the best score. 

Esuli and 

Sebastiani 

2007 For this purpose, they used extended WordNet 
to build a graph where each synset has certain 

polarity depending on the polarity of its 

members. The main hypothesis is that there 

won’t be huge variations and each synset will 

have a similar degree of negativity. This will 

produce a graph of relation between different 

synsets that will transfer its polarity properties 

to its neighbors. 

This means that classifying negative terms is 
a harder task. As a conclusion, they see that 

this type of model can be applied to other 

cases related with semantic properties of 

words. 

K. Cai 2008 The opinion classification element 

differentiated the comparative sentiment 

expressed by the terms in all fragments and 

then partitioned the fragments into positive, 
negative, and neutral groups 

The sentiment subject recognition module 

identifies the important areas implied beyond 

every sentiment group by word support 

metrics. 
 

M. 

Eirinakiet 

2012 The proposed approach integrated the pair of 

opinion mining algorithms. The outlooks are 

based on features and the position of these 

outlooks is also substantially built on the 

features as a substitute of an object as a whole. 

Inhabitants appear to dislike a precise object 

as of several features allied with the result. 

Their primary experimental assessment on 

numerous patron review data sets has 

exposed that their findings achieved 

extremely high level of accuracy. 

 

Table 1:- Table of Comparison 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 

Sentiment analysis is a ‘suitcase’ field of research that 

contains numerous diverse disciplines, not just associated 

to computer science but also to communal disciplines, such 

as psychology, philosophy, and ethics. The sentiment 
analysis methods which are proposed so far have various 

steps. In the pre-processing stage, the missing and 

redundant values are removed from the dataset. The feature 

extraction method established relationship between 

attribute and target set. In the last step of classification, the 

classification method is enforced which can categorize data 

into certain classes like positive, negative and neutral. 
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